EMBARKING ON A NEW ERA IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

MEETING THE NEEDS OF TODAY’S WORKFORCE

FIVE PRACTICAL STEPS TO GET IT RIGHT

1. SAFEGUARD THE PERFORMANCE AND AVAILABILITY OF CRITICAL DIGITAL SYSTEMS
   - Simplify the migration of applications and desktops to the cloud
   - Help manage legacy and cloud environments
   - Identify the most appropriate workloads to migrate
   - Secure data and systems throughout the transition
   - Devise migration strategies

2. CONTINUE TO PROTECT DATA
   - Minimise the impact of events on the delivery of critical operations
   - Recover and learn from incidents
   - Identify and protect themselves from threats
   - Ensure the security of data and systems

3. MAXIMISE OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE
   - Ensure a consistent user experience.
   - Network secure access according to the user’s device and location
   - Granular policy-based controls, such as Application Delivery Controller (ADC):
     - Citrix Application Delivery systems and apps offer the speed, performance and availability that users expect.
   - Centralised security to secure Financial Services and integrate with on-premises solutions designed to secure Financial Services applications
   - Integrated solutions designed to secure Financial Services applications

4. CREATE THE BRANCH OF THE FUTURE
   - Enable more sustainable remote working
     - Improve customer service and fulfil digital banking promises by:
       - Developing more agile and flexible environments
       - Delivering better experiences
       - Improving operational resilience
     - We help Financial Services firms boost employee productivity, improve customer service and fulfil digital banking promises by:
       - Establishing more agile and flexible environments
       - Delivering better experiences
       - Improving operational resilience
   - With our help, Financial Services companies can build better relationships.

5. ACHIEVE MORE WITH THE RIGHT PARTNER
   - We have the experience and expertise to help Financial Services companies:
     - Achieve more with the right partner
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GET IN TOUCH

To find out more about how Computacenter and Citrix can help your organisation maximise agility and productivity with a digital workplace, please contact your Computacenter Account Manager, call or email:

www.computacenter.com
01707 63100
enquiries@computacenter.com

Computacenter Ltd and Citrix technologies help banks enhance their customer-facing processes and improve the performance of their digital services versus traditional channels.

As more and more digital and blended solutions are introduced, there is an increased need for a security and productivity solution that can support remote working and hybrid workstyles, Financial Services providers sent thousands of employees to work from home in 2020, marking the beginning of a new era in the workplace.

Recent events have demonstrated a clear link between an organisation’s operational resilience and its ability to deliver critical operations through smart digital migration and enhance business continuity and disaster recovery strategies.

To stay competitive, Financial Services providers need to be able to:

• Minimise the impact of events on the delivery of critical operations
• Recover and learn from incidents
• Identify and protect themselves from threats

By moving virtual desktops to the Citrix cloud, firms can:

• Safeguard the performance and availability of their critical digital systems
• Simplify the migration of applications and desktops to the cloud
• Identify the most appropriate workloads to migrate
• Help manage legacy and cloud environments
• Devise migration strategies

With more distributed workforces, firms can:

• Minimise the impact of events on the delivery of critical operations
• Recover and learn from incidents
• Identify and protect themselves from threats

And it’s not just the office that’s been affected by recent events.

An entire workplace digital transformation offering (lower costs plus higher revenues) (lower costs plus higher revenues) (lower costs plus higher revenues) (lower costs plus higher revenues) (lower costs plus higher revenues)

50% lift in per-branch economics

100,000

WE SUPPORT MORE THAN 100,000 VIRTUAL DESKTOP SEATS FROM CITRIX TECHNOLOGIES

CUSTOMERS BENEFIT

WE HAVE HELPED 500+

CUSTOMERS ACHIEVE MORE WITH CITRIX TECHNOLOGIES

150+ YEARS

COMPUTACENTER AND CITRIX HAVE BEEN WORKING TOGETHER FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS

COMPUTACENTER HAS A COMBINED EXPERIENCE IN WORKSPACE AND CITRIX PROJECTS IN EXCESS OF 3,000

ACHIEVE MORE WITH THE RIGHT PARTNER

WE ARE EXPERIENCED IT FIRMS, SUCCESSFUL IT CONSULTANTS, CITRIX ALLIANCE PARTNERS AND CITRIX MATCHED TECHNOLOGY PARTNER IN THE UK.

WE HAVE AICMOLED MORE THAN 500 ASSETS THAT FIT THE MATCHED TECHNOLOGY BILLING CRITERIA.

By moving virtual desktops to the Citrix cloud, firms can:

• Safeguard the performance and availability of their critical digital systems
• Simplify the migration of applications and desktops to the cloud
• Identify the most appropriate workloads to migrate
• Help manage legacy and cloud environments
• Devise migration strategies

Citrix solution: Financial Services firms need clouds that can scale their business, but also ensure organisational resilience in the face of remote working and hybrid workstyles.

"To support an upheaval on the scale with more than 100,000 virtual desktops and 100,000 remote workers, a distributed workforce and diverse applications, organisational resilience is more important now than ever before."

"Traditional operating models in the office aren’t going to return.\n
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